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English Local Government Board, whicir insists

on a quar'ter-mile distance from even a small

group at houses.
‘W‘e have not left 5921-01: for discussing the

Chapters on child hygiene? cm milk and other food

suppiies, water supplies, heusing, nuisances,
sanitary law, and Vital statistics; but in each

of these the English saniiarian wih find
usefui points for s:(smyarison with our own
methods. The last chapter deals With pubw

lieity; and here is, perhaps, the most characteristic
feature of pubiic health work in the States. In

relation ta) the Press, exhibitions, lectures, motion
pictures, etc, useful hints are given for bringing
home the lessons of sanitation to the general
pubiic.

OUR BOOKSHELF.

North A-mei'ica dating the Eighteenth. Century:
A Geagmphiml Histoyy. By T. Crockett: and
B. C. ‘Whllis, Ppa vi+x16. (Cambridge: At:
the University Press, 1915“} Price 35‘ net.

THE authors have callaborated in an interesting
experiment, and have wisely Chosen far their first
essay (for we presume it is a prelude to others)
a region in which the facts of history are easily
carrelated with those of geography“ 1? 0m: sansc
it is (mly another account of the rise Of the United
States of America, but in a different sense it is
a new story, for it tells the history of a century
in the light of the piace where it occurred” One
can imagine oneself in America and watch the
drama unfold. We are glad to see that the
authors invert the old term and speak of a gas—
graphical history, for not (miy shouid geog'aphy
precede history in course of study, but the term
historicai geography has failen on evil days so far
as schcoi hooks are mncemed. In most cases,
except for a preliminary chapter and a map or
two, it has no relation to geography.

This book begins with the usual preliminary
chapter, but the succeeding; ones; are not disap~
pointing. The influence of routes and relief, and
the question of piaee reiations, are kept to the fore
throughout, and very useful are thii terse sum—
maries at the end of each chapter. There are
many usefui black and white maps. In the way
of criticism we ceuid wish that: the first two maps
were a little dearer. and that the authors had cur—
tailed the length of some at their sentehcas. But
we welcome the volume as a most illuminating
hook. R, N, R, B.
Ft’mi Aid in the Labamimy and EVo'rkshop. By

A. A. Eldridge and Dr. H. V}, A. Briseoe. Pp.
32 (London: Edward Arnold, 1915) Price
IS. net.

THE authors of this 1mm beak, who have been
in charge of first: aid organisation in chemical 23ml
physicai laboratories, have found that the ordin»
ary textbooks devete €00 much space to serious;
fractures and other injuries, but give little inn
f(brmation regarding ordinary accidents, such as
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are apt to occur in laboratories and workshops,
for instance, bums produced by chemicals3 eye mm
juries, shocks produced by electric currents, and
poisoning. They have themfore written this; pamph—
let to meet this need. It is prefaced by a commem-
datary foreword from Sir Alfred Keogh, and we
heartily endorse his praise. The. directions gar.
terse, clear, and correct”

Detwminative Minemlog'y: W‘z’th Tables for the
Detwmination of Minerals by Meam of their
Chemical and Physical Characters. By Prof.
j. Volney Lewis. Second edition. Pp. _*.«“ii+
:55. (London: Chapman and Hall, MCL,
1915.) Price 65, 6d. net.

THE present edition differs tram the first----- re»
Viewed in our issue for januzary 3:5, 1914 (VOL xcii.,
p. 550)-~-chiefly in tht: restatement. with each
table of the. classificatory characters and tests
leading up to it. The suppiemeetary tables at
the end have been extended to include specific
gravity and Chemical composition; and many
more delicate tests have been intreduced in both
the text ahd the tables.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Edits? does not hold himself resgtonsible far
opinimm exprassed, by his wwwfmndents, Neither
can he undertake in return, or to correspond. with
the writers of, yejected manuscrijbts iiended for
this or any other {mart of NATURE. No natice is
taken of anonymaus commwmicaiiona}

The Prineipie sf Simiflitude,

(I) IN his article under the above heading (NATURE.
March :8, 1915, p. 66} Lord Rayleigh deduees, by the
method of dimensions, an equation for the rate of
heat transfer between a solid body and 23 stream of
fiuhi in which it is immersed. Commenting cm this;
equation, M. Riabouchinshy (NATURE, july 29‘ pg 59:)
remarks that. heat, temperature, length, and time are
treated in the deduction as independent units; and
that if we suppose (mEy three of these units to he
“really independent" we obtain a different and 1s: 5;
definite resuit.

In a further note (NATURE, August :2. p. 644,) Lord
Rayleigh acknowiedges the interest of the question
5mg;3 ted by M. Riabouchinshy, and indicates the
direa ion in which the solution of the apparent diffi-
culty is to be saught. But since he does not pursue
the subject further and the reader may feel as if left
in mid~aEn ‘it. seems worth while that the point raised
by M. Riab<>uchinsky should be somewhat further
elucidated.

(2) The question whethe- zany reai doubt. has; been
thrown on the validity of Lord Rayleigh’s equaticm
hinges on the answer {0 the queszion whether {emu
perature can be derived from energy, ierxgth, and time,
m from mass, length‘ and time.
What do we mean when we say that a given aim] of

physical magnitude can be “deri'nefi” from certain
other kinds which we tail fundamental? We mean
simply that experience has shown that if we uge9 or
combine. certain particular magnitudes of the funda-
mental kihds in a prescribed way? we thereby deter;
mine a magnitude of the derived hind, the size of this
resulting derived magnitude being dependent only on
the sizes; of the particular fundamental magnitudes
With which we started, when once the method of using
them has been specified Fer exampie, we know that
if we construct a rectangle of attitude Z on a base I
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we thereby determine an area, and we express this
shortly by saying; “Area is derived from length."
This is ail we mean by thea ccmventitmai term “ dé'riva—
tien,” and in stating the dimensions {31; a derived
quantity we do not make use 01’ any hypotheses.
Now there is no imown precess by which, having

available. only standards of mass, length, and time,
we can fix and reproduce any temperature such as the
itte point. T0 do that we require snmething moren-n
for instance, that the: mass shall he a mass of some
particuiar substance having other properties than mere
inertia, some one of which maV serve as a fourth
standard. There is m) uncertainty in answering the
quastic-n referred to at the beginning of this sectim.;
whatever Maxwell’s demons might do, we cannot
fierive temperature from any three pureiy mechanical
magnitudes. There can therefore be no dauht of the
validity of Lorri Rayieigh"s deductitm.

(3) Though the question suggeafited by M. Riahouch-
inrsky’s hate is thus answered immediateiy by an appeai
to facts, it may not be amiss to add a few words for
those who have faiien into the habit of setting propor—
tionality constants equal in unity and then f(srgettirtg
311 about them.

if we accept the molecuiar theory, the information it
atfcrds 0n the subject now in hand is that the numerical
Vaiue of any temperature, 011 Keivin’s scales, is prepar-
tionai to the mean. molecular kinetic energy {sf an ideal
gas which is at that temperature. ‘Ne may describe
this reiatitm by writing 6173321712,, in which T and
To are the molecular kinetic energies at the tstmpera-
tures 5 and 8‘, respectively. Both members are pure
ratios, and it is obvious that. the equation does not
furnish any dimmsicnal relation between 6 and T;
and yet this equation embodies all the knowledge
which the moiecuiar theory affords 0n the matter under
discussion. To saythat the moiecuiar theory authorises
us to "Lafitte” temperature as the mean kinetic
energy of the molecules, wouid be quite on a pm" with
saying that a heach may be defineri as a shiiiing
because the number of peaches we can buy is proper-
titmai to the number of shillings we spend imam them,
and, in some states of the market, not only pmpor-
tionai but equai. 0:; Quit ordinary sscaie, am ihtez'vai
of time is proporticnai to the angle through which the
earth rotates during that interval; but no One thinks
of saying that we may define time as ahgie, or
of assigning to time the dimensions at angle“ Propor—
tionaiity of numerical vaiues (i065; not imply quaiitative
identity”
As Lord Rayieigh remarks 1-m-“it wouid indeed he

a paradox if the further knowledge 01' t a nature 0?
heat aiior-fled hy moiecuiar theory put us in a worse
position than before in dealing with a particular
problem? in reaiity, the warse pesition in which
M. Riabauchinsky suggests that we place ourselves,
would be due not to utilising further knowledge but
to ignoring; what we air'eady have.

(4) Cases do occur, though the faragoing is not om
of them, in which it seems doubtful, at first sight,
haw many independent units we ought to use. Such
a doubt may arise when we ask ourseives if we ought
not t0 use the iaw of gravitation to eliminate one at
our three mechanical units, ,2“ the constancy of the
speed of light to derive time from length. The dis--
cussion of this subject, which inveives the quegtion
how we are to interpret “miiversai constants,” must
be postponed to a future occasion, but: the foiiowing
hint may be given of the conclusion to which such a
discussion will lead.
Suppose that We have n indfipendent simuitaneous

equations, invaiving n+k quantities, and that we re-
duce them to a single equatiom Each equation mpte-
stints at singie known fact, and Wham a given equaticn
has been used once. there is nothing further to he.
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gained by using it again; for oniy a formai and hat
:2 real change in the result can he thus produced. it
one of the quantities is kiiawn to be ctmstsmt, it may
he removed from the list of variables before starting
the reduction. But as regards the final result, it is
immaterial whether the constancy oi a particular guano
tity is recognised expiicitiy at the start or not until
the end; the conciusion to be drawn regarding the
quantities which do vary is thif same in either case‘

if, for example, the phenomenon under ccnsiderau
tion involves the operation 03" the Law of gravitatian,
as in Li‘fid Rayieigh’s problem (if tha vibration of
iiquid globe (NATURE, March 18), (me of the facts of
the problem is expressed by the equat'mn fmymm’frg.
‘We may treat the gravitathm constant 'y as one of the
physicai quantities involved in the problem, and use
this equatian to find its dimensitjns [flzEm‘W‘i‘s];
0:- we may treat 7 as a pure number and use the
equation to eiiminate one tumiamentai unit by settihg
{m*113t"”}:={1]; but we cannot do hath. The. fihai
result is in either case that given by Lord Rayleigh.

E: BUCKmGHAM.
Washington, November 23:

(trime’s Gtaves Him Mines.

PREms’romc sarchaeolegists wili he gratefui tor the
excehent account given in NATURE of November 38 oi

the report recently published by the Prehistoric Society

of East Anglia 0n the excavations conducted in £934

at Grime’s Graves, Norfolk. it is evident. that your

reviewer regards the flint implements found at this

site as referable to the Neolithic period, and while this

view may possibly he correct, the present writer is of

the opinion that a close and dispassionate study oi the

specimens recovered, and Qf the exhaustive report pre»

pared by Mr. Reginaid A. Smith? will not tend to
foster any feeling of certainty on this point.
The questicm 0f the age 01? the flint impiemeiits

found at Grime’s Graves is of grizat importance, and

can (mty be 511in and, adequatesiy deait with by experts

in prehistoric archaoiogy. The contributor 0f the article

in NATURE is evidently a geologist, and I venture to

enter a protest against his taking an authoritativa part

in the discuss-ian on a technical subject aitogether

outside the realm of geciogy. Unfortunately, it does

not : em to he generaliy recognised that the study of

flint impiemehts is of a highly compiex and difficult

nature, requiring as much, if not mere, detaiied know-

ledge than is required in many ()ther sciences. The

geologist would object, and rightly so, to a prehistoriah

giving an authoritative opinion upon a; question oi

getsiogy; the archmoiogist simpiy asks far a like

immunity from inexpert criticism of his particuiar sub-

ject. Your reviewer has every right to give an opinion

on the geoiogicai problems; priesenteti by the zzxcavau

tions at Grime’s Graves, and there can. he iittie doubt

but that his opinions must carry weight But

the flint impiements present a problem that can only

be discussed with any profit by experts in prehistcric

archaeoiogy. 3., Ram Mom.
:2 St. Edttxuiid’s Road, Ipswich.

 

 

i inferred» from the report 0f the “experts in pre—

historic archaeoksgy,” that if the: various flint impie~

merits met with at Grime’s Graves had been foam}

separately in different iocaiities, they would have been

referred“ ” authoritatively " to several successive periods

at human cuituva To aid them in dealing with this

strange admixture 0f suppasediy distinct industries.

I mereiy pointed out that the geological ewdence, so

far as discovered, is perfectiy harmonious and con-

ciusive, showing that the deposits cannot be older than

the Neolithic period. A, S W'.
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